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Abstract: With the development of the network, the attack methods have become diverse. 

Malicious attackers can steal users' personal information by mining information. Therefore, 

this paper intends to study the role of decision tree algorithm in malicious network attacks 

and intrusions. The purpose is to improve the detection and defense of network attacks 

through this algorithm to ensure the information security of users. This paper mainly uses 

the method of experimental comparison and experimental construction to deeply explore 

the application of decision tree algorithm and PCA feature extraction in the system. The 

experimental results show that the intrusion accuracy based on decision tree algorithm can 

reach more than 90%, and the accuracy of PCA feature extraction can increase by 3%. 

1. Introduction

Because there is a large amount of data information in the Internet, which is large in quantity, 

various in variety and complex. However, the maturity of hacker technology and the lack of 

management ability have led to many large-scale illegal website intrusions and spread to various 

fields. Illegal elements use these loopholes to cause serious harm to the vast number of Internet 

users, and wantonly destroy the network system platform. Computer network security technology 

involves two major parts: network security and user privacy protection. Decision tree algorithm is a 

new method in data mining. It deals with a large number of complex system problems by 

constructing a model. 

There are many researches on the malicious network attack and intrusion of decision tree 

algorithm. For example, some people propose an intrusion detection system based on decision tree 

classification algorithm to improve detection efficiency and detection accuracy [1-2]. Others 

described anomaly detection technology, misuse detection technology, host based and 
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network-based intrusion detection systems in detail according to different classification standards of 

intrusion detection [3-4]. In addition, some scholars provide an intrusion detection system model 

based on Spark and data mining and design a prototype system [5-6]. Therefore, network intrusion 

is a social problem, and the research on network intrusion has the significance of the times and 

social value. 

In this paper, network attacks and related modeling methods are briefly described. Secondly, the 

intrusion detection system is studied deeply. The characteristics and main problems of intrusion 

detection are proposed. Then the classification based on intrusion detection decision tree is studied, 

and the decision tree algorithm can play a role in intrusion network. Finally, the ability of decision 

tree algorithm is highlighted through experiments, and relevant conclusions are drawn. 

2. Attack and Intrusion against Malicious Network Based on Decision Tree Algorithm

2.1. Network Attack Modeling Method 

In the process of network attack, the attacker can choose to obtain information from a specific 

object or host to destroy system resources or control the entire network. Network attack refers to 

that an attacker obtains information available on other computer terminal devices through the 

Internet without authorization. The intruder captures some security mechanisms such as 

vulnerabilities and malicious code. If a hacker attempts to steal user data, illegally accesses 

sensitive computers, and returns the results to the hacker. On the contrary, the attack is triggered 

after sending a request to the host, making the attacker unable to normally respond to the execution 

process of these instructions. There are various types of network attacks, such as hackers and 

viruses. They can destroy or destroy the entire system by managing and controlling the data flow. In 

this process, it may be affected by some uncertain factors and cannot work normally. In order to 

reduce the probability of this situation, we need to establish a model to predict the computer 

operation status and network topology and other information security problems in the future, and 

propose corresponding solutions to improve the effectiveness and reliability of network attacks 

[7=8]. 

Model-based network attack is a typical complex intrusion prevention method. It sets a limit on 

hackers so that attackers cannot bypass their ports, steal or destroy other target computers. The 

system can be divided into completely irrelevant type (such as host) and local type according to the 

attack object, purpose and mode. The first type is mainly used to protect and detect external 

equipment. The non integrity or semi authenticity model is that when there is no information in the 

network, attackers cannot obtain internal files through their ports and cannot destroy other targets. 

Model based attack refers to hiding, extracting and filtering the target object or other information, 

so as to realize the attacker, and implement defensive strategies to obtain effective survival. When 

building a network attack model, first determine a tested domain. According to the data type 

captured by the host, select the same attribute values in different categories as candidate nodes. 

Secondly, one kind of information that can reflect all possible behavior patterns or states should be 

selected as a candidate node. Finally, the information is sorted and a new combination is formed to 

achieve the prediction goal. Model based network attack (FagedPressure) refers to that an attacker 

accesses a given data set without authorization to obtain the target object or impose information 

resources on the target computer. There are two main methods. First, obtain the required 

information directly from the user's location. The other is through connection with other nodes in 

the system [9-10]. 
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2.2. Intrusion Detection System 

The attack behavior in the network is an uncertain factor. Under different circumstances, 

intrusion detection may occur. From the perspective of current malware analysis, there are mainly 

the following categories: host log information, illegal intrusion attacks, host parameter settings, etc. 

to determine whether there are security vulnerabilities or types of security events, and the size of 

threats. However, these methods can not well identify the intrusion and theft methods of hackers or 

trojans, as well as the losses caused by their destructive consequences. And it is impossible to 

accurately assess the possible risks between the attacker and the protected. The task of network 

security can be summarized into three aspects: protecting the confidentiality and integrity of the 

transmitted communication content, preventing the disclosure of information in the transmission 

process, and ensuring that only legally authorized users can access or obtain it. Authentication of 

user's legal identity, establishment of security association between users, and maintenance of trust 

relationship between users and users, users and systems. While ensuring the normal operation of 

network transmission, protect the processing capacity of the client system from being affected 

[11-12]. 

Intrusion detection can timely detect intrusion behaviors in the network and make appropriate 

responses. As a dynamic monitoring technology, it usually first probes important information in the 

system, and then scans the system for illegal behaviors or traces of being attacked, so as to find out 

the process of attempting to attack, being attacked, or having completed the attack [13-14]. 

Although the rapid development of information security technology has driven the rapid change of 

intrusion detection technology, the current intrusion detection system still has the following 

problems: 

The problem of false positives and false negatives. As a pair of technical indicators, how to 

balance the false negatives and false negatives to achieve the optimal value as much as possible has 

always been the primary concern of intrusion detection systems. User privacy and data security 

issues. The working intrusion detection system monitors and analyzes the data in the network and 

system and records any abnormal situation in a timely manner, so as to ensure the normal operation 

of IDS and may cause security problems such as privacy disclosure [15-16]. In large distributed 

networks, it takes a long time to detect some attacks, which tests the scalability of intrusion 

detection mechanisms in terms of time. In the intrusion detection system, the automatic response 

module usually has a higher priority. The problems of the information analysis module, the 

expansion of the network scale, the gradual accumulation of the amount of data generated in the 

network, and the requirements for the efficient analysis and processing capability of the intrusion 

detection system are also increasing [17-18]. 

Intrusion detection mainly analyzes, judges and identifies malicious data in the network. This 

includes feature extraction and classification technology. Feature extraction is to ensure that attacks 

can find objects accurately. We generally need to obtain some specific log information to infer user 

behavior habits or characteristics and provide corresponding strategies. For text files, it is required 

that they have a certain amount of validity to detect the correlation between different types and 

orders of magnitude of networks, so as to form a complete and error free detection system. 

2.3. Classification Based on intrusion Detection Decision Tree 

In the decision tree algorithm, hidden information is discovered through data mining, and then 

decisions are made according to the results obtained It can be used to deal with a large number of 

complex problems. Based on the attack and intrusion analysis of decision tree algorithm, the data 
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set is divided, and then all objects that may be marked as different types are represented by tags. 

Next, select a category in each category. Finally, other target user groups in each category are 

calculated according to the attribute values. Each attribute set consists of three subsets. Among 

them, the random part represents the characteristic value of some regular changes. The random 

allocation part represents that the state of each event is a discrete distribution feature. The final 

result is determined by continuously adjusting the attribute characteristics and output values of each 

training unit. Judge whether there is significant difference with other grouping sets. If a new 

combination is generated, it has been marked as a malicious attack event. If it has the same attribute 

characteristics, it will be treated as a subset, otherwise, it will be regarded as an intrusion. 

The spanning tree determines the nodes in the network by selecting a decision rule, and then 

integrates all possible and possible attack attribute sets into the tree structure diagram. The test log 

contains a lot of random data in each cluster. These data can be malicious information, abnormal 

information or error messages, and also include other types of events. All data packets from the 

original data set to the information flow sent by the end user may be triggered without authorization. 

If there are a lot of spam or incorrect file types in the network, the whole system will crash. 

Secondly, these data information should be classified and processed, and divided into different 

groups and assigned to corresponding locations, so as to mark the corresponding information list 

content according to specific addresses. 

C4.5 algorithm uses information gain rate as the standard. 

Y)S(X,

Y)G(X,
=Y)GR(X,

   (1) 

Since Y is divided based on the value of type attribute X, S (X, Y) is the amount of information. 

The attribute selection of C4.5 algorithm is based on the minimum information entropy. The 

entropy of set W is calculated as follows: 
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Among them, 
),( WMf i represents the number of samples belonging to the class (one of the 

possible classes) in the set W. 

In the field of data mining, a very important aspect is to design experiments to evaluate actual 

mining algorithms. Only through extensive and systematic evaluation of various data mining 

algorithms on various data sets, can we have a comprehensive and profound understanding of a data 

mining algorithm, and can we choose an appropriate and effective mining algorithm for a specific 

problem. 

3. Implementation of Decision Tree Algorithm in Network Intrusion Detection System

3.1. Experimental Environment 

The setting of network security environment is mainly to ensure the normal and stable operation 

of the entire network system. Therefore, we need to classify attacks and make statistical analysis. 

Create a buffer between the host and the router to prevent malicious attackers from invading. There 

are protocol stack switches, firewalls and other different types of servers between the host and the 

router and the Internet. The experimental environment is Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU/4GB 
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120GB, and the operating system is Windows XP. The test environment is shown in Figure 1: 

Concentrator

Simulated data packet sending
Detector

Terminal

Figure 1. Experimental test environmental structure 

Figure 1 is the simulation diagram of the test environment of the experiment. The sending of 

analog data packets is related experimental data, the detector is a decision tree classifier, and the 

terminal displays the classification results and test results. 

3.2. Experimental Scheme 

This experiment uses malicious programs to attack malicious data in the network, and uses 

intrusion tree algorithm and forward behavior technology to analyze whether different types of 

attacks exist. Two methods are mainly used in this experiment. One is predictive learning. The 

method is based on user behavior analysis, knowledge base construction and rule making to realize 

the reasoning calculation of training set. The second is to simulate anonymous verification strategy 

(BP neural network) and random scoring mechanism (ESO) to test network attacks and use them as 

a means of defense against malicious attackers, so as to finally achieve the purpose of intrusion 

prevention and control. This experiment is divided into three. The first is to use two test sets to 

judge the ability of C4.5 algorithm to detect unknown attacks. The second is to use C4. 5 algorithm 

as the decision tree classification algorithm. In addition, C4.5 algorithm is used to control PCA 

feature extraction variables to build a decision tree. 

3.3. Test Indicators 

The evaluation index of network attack refers to whether the attack is successful or how many 

times this event has occurred after analyzing the attacker and system. In this experiment, we use the 

number of detected attacks, detection rate and false alarm rate to evaluate the experimental results. 

Through the analysis of these three indicators, relevant conclusions are drawn. 

4. Analysis of Experimental Results

4.1. Decision Tree's Ability to Detect Unknown Attacks 

In this paper, letters are used to represent different types of data. D represents DoS, R represents 

R2L, U represents U2R, P represents PROBING, and N represents normal. The total number of 

samples in test set 1 is 3000, and the total detection accuracy is 90%. The detection results are as 

shown in 1: 
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Table 1. Results of testing the decision tree with test set 1 

Number False report rate Detection rate 

D 895 2.56% 97.44% 

R 415 19.78% 80.22% 

U 145 27.96% 72.04% 

P 290 3.45% 96.55% 

N 1255 8.89% 91.11% 

Figure 2. Results of testing the decision tree with test set 2 

As shown in Figure 2, we can see that the total number of samples in test set 2 is 750, and the 

total detection accuracy is 93%. The accuracy of this test set is higher. The error rate of R2L and 

U2R attacks is higher. In the detection of unknown attacks, it is also necessary to improve the 

relevant capabilities. 

4.2. Effect of PCA Feature Extraction on Decision Tree Performance 

PCA feature extraction for test set 1. The detection results of different types of data sets are 

different, but the general trend is consistent. The total detection accuracy is 92%, and the detection 

results are shown in Table 2: 

Table 2. Test results of test set 1 after pca feature extraction 

Number False report rate Detection rate 

D 895 1.35% 98.65% 

R 415 18.01% 81.99% 

U 145 20.26% 79.74% 

P 290 4.22% 95.78% 

N 1255 6.57% 93.43% 
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Figure 3. Training results of the training set after PCA feature extraction 

As shown in Figure 3, compared with other test sets, we can see that after PCA feature extraction, 

the detection rate of type D is 98.65% that of type P is 95.78%, that of type N is 93.43%, and that of 

type R is 91.99%. These data are enough to prove that PCA feature extraction can improve the 

accuracy of the system. 

5. Conclusion

On the Internet, network attack is a common phenomenon. The rapid development of the Internet

has brought people a lot of convenience. However, network attacks are accompanied by a series of 

risks. Computer viruses, hackers and malicious programs will all have a certain threat and impact 

on human beings. This paper proposes an intrusion detection method based on decision tree 

algorithm by comparing and analyzing various types of network attacks and their characteristics and 

combining the current development of the Internet industry. The experiment in this paper shows 

that PCA feature extraction can improve the system speed in network intrusion detection. The data 

collection in this paper is not enough to bear the growing demand of reality, so it is necessary to 

strengthen the data processing capacity of the system and improve relevant technologies. 
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